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Restart by gordon korman chapter summaries

Chase Ambrose, the star of the football team is the most feared kid at Hiawasse Middle School. A chase with his friends Aaron Haikiman and Bear Bratsky terrorized almost everyone at school and in their town. Their main target is Joel Weber, a talented pianist. But Chase's life changed drastically when he fell off the roof of his house.
The fall resulted in a separate shoulder, severe concussion and acute-retrograde amnesia. He doesn't remember his mother or father or his brother Johnny who was a student home for the summer. and can't even remember his name. The only memory she has is of a little girl. Chase, who is also a star of Hiawasse's football team, was
told by Dr. Cooperman that he was out for the year. When Chase returned home, he met his father's new wife Corinne and his four-year-old half-brother Helene, both of whom seemed wary of him. They looked at me like my time bomb was going to explode in their faces. What have I ever done to them? It's Chase's first hint that he's not a
very nice guy. Chase's mother didn't fill her life before the accident. At school Chase is accused by Aaron and Bear of desperately wanting him back on the football team. Chase also met with the principal, Dr. Fitzwallace who urged him to see this as an opportunity to rebuild yourself from the bottom up, to make a completely new start.
Chase wondered What was so wrong about my old one that now I have to be someone else? At lunch Brendan Espinoza was terrified when Chase sat at his desk. He is immediately bullied by Chase's friends who force Chase to sit with them. More incidents reveal to Chase that he's just not well liked, but in reality most people are afraid
of him. When she first meets her half-sister Helene, she's really scared of Chase. At school when Chase tried to help a girl, he fled in terror. The student acts strangely, the conversation ends when she walks and people turn away from her as she walks down the aisle. From Aaron and Bear, Chase learns that they were assigned to serve
the community at the Graybeard Motel on Portland Street, helping elderly residents. They were arrested and assigned community service for planting several cherry bombs on the piano at the open house. Aaron and Bear pull over what happened, telling Chase they're doing what they want and adults can't do much. Their conversation led
Chase to cast doubt on his dismissal from the football team for the season. This led Chase to confront his mother about not telling her that she was assigned community service. When he tried to downplay what happened to the account about what happened at the school open house made Chase feel ashamed. Meanwhile Brendan
Espinoza couldn't get anyone from the video club to help him make his video. Brendan is a nerd, honor roll student, video club president, and Academic Decathlon champion. With Joel Weber gone, Weber, Surely Chase and his friends will target him now. But Chase seemed friendly and different. So when he sees Chase in the hallway,
Brendan invites Chase to help him record the video. Brendan's video of him driving a rickshaw through a Shiny Bumper car wash almost got Chase in trouble again. But Brendan spreads the situation and Chase admits that it was Brendan's good reputation and not the bad one that saved him. As they had a great time together, Brendan
invited Chase to join the video club. Shoshanna Weber and the rest of the club were horrified when they heard this. Shoshanna's brother, Joel, becomes the victim of chase cherry bomb prank and his friends. That was the reason he left Hiawassee to attend another school. But Brendan insists Chase is not the same person he told the
group,... He's very helpful. He's got a great idea. He's even nice. He's different. Ms. DeLeo told them their club should accept Chase. At the meeting, they discussed working on entries for the National Video Journalism Contest that will feature profiling of senior citizens. They are also working on producing a video yearbook that includes
student interviews and information about school clubs and teams. Chase was assigned to cover the football team. Shoshanna refuses to believe that Chase is a different person. No, no, no, Amnesia can erase the details of your past, but it can't change the type of person you are. Chase decides to accompany Aaron and Bear to the
Portland Street Assisted Living Residence where they are assigned to take snacks to residents. Chase watched his two friends eat most of the cake in the cart and referred to the residents in a disrespectful manner. Chase was upset with how his friends behaved and started to really help, adjust the bed and help find the TV remote. At
Chase's house meets Julius Solway who was awarded the Medal of Honor for his services during the Korean War. Chase finds Julius to be a cool guy and begins to develop a relationship with him. His interest in Julius's medal makes the elderly man claim to be unable to find his medal. At a video club meeting, Chase suggested to
Shoshanna that he record Mr. Solway to get into a video contest. Chase joins Shoshanna as he interviews Mr. Solway. As time went on, Chase found himself struggling not to be drawn back into his old ways of abuse by Aaron and Bear. The choice to become a new person means getting new friends and losing the old one. And it offers
Chase an unexpected opportunity to confront and rightly wrong that the old Chase did. Discussion Restart is a really fun account of a thirteen-year-old who had the opportunity to change his life as a result of the accident. Korman deftly weaves his story using several narrators; Chasing Ambrose, Shoshanna Weber. Brendan Espinoza,
Kimberly Tooley, Aaron Hakimian and Joel Weber. Chase's memory was erased, erased, He's a second chance. Old Chase is a bully who terrorizes Joel Weber so much that his family is forced to send him to another school after a terrible joke. The prank resulted in Chase and his friends Aaron and Bear being arrested and assigned to
serve the community. But even there Chase and his friends continued their bad behavior, treating residents with disrespect with Chase stealing Mr Solway's medal. In addition to Chase's story, Korman also includes a subplot involving Brendan Espinoza who seeks to appeal to Kimberly Tooley who has only an eye for Chase. After the
accident, everything Chase just revealed about the old Chase was troubling. She recalls how she happily ripped off her half-sister Helene's teddy bear head and when her brother Johnny went to college, Chase remembered the scorn he felt for his terrified brother and his sad mother. He learned that he was seriously hurting Brendan by
pushing his head into a drinking fountain, causing him to need three stitches. His friends Aaron and Bear tell Chase that he was the one who chose Joel to bully. The new Chase is completely different, friendly, kind and helpful. He enjoyed his visit to the assisted living center. But I find the population rather interesting. They remember
things in real life that you can only read in history books. He was horrified when Bear took twenty dollars from Mrs Swanson who wasn't all there and when Bear refused to return the money, Chase used his own money. She helped Shoshanna complete her video project for the competition partly out of interest and partly to pay for what
she did to her family and she apologized to the Weber and Brendan families. Chase's transformation from bully to good man is not without its faults. Korman presented his journey as a process Chase did and it involved conflict and some mistakes. Chase has a conflict about who he was and who he is now. He wants to believe there's
some good in him. Chase has flashbacks of what he describes as his incredible toughness - punching and shoveing kids, kicking their heels from under them in the hall, Chase also remembers feeling important and confident and strong. Maybe some of it comes from what I am, but certainly not all of it... I'm someone in this town. Chase
makes mistakes like when he accidentally hurts Joel while trying to stop Aaron and Bear when they damage the music room, and he lies to the principal about what happened, supporting his friends' lies. But he is also looking beyond himself to see how what has happened affects around him, his friends, teachers and principals. Eventually
Chase has to choose what he's going to be - a bully or a good person, and who he wants as his friends. After the incident with Joel, Chase realizes that he'd rather have a new Chase life than the old one Back. This is demonstrated when Aaron and Bear reveal to Chase that he was the one who stole Mr. Solway's medal. As I ran, tears of
heat of shame streamed down my face. Since my accident, I've heard a lot about the old man. I never imagined this. His shame and desire to do the right thing overcame the threat of his friends and Chase tried to return the medallion. When his efforts resulted in a fight, he came clean, accepting full responsibility for the theft. Although the
consequences may be severe, Chase doesn't want to go back to being the one before the accident. His father acknowledged his efforts to become a better person. ... It takes strength to eat mistakes and not complain to Aaron and the Bears, especially when they more than deserve it. Or to try to make things right with Solway or even the
Weber kid, whether they appreciate it or not. You're strong, all right. And stupid. But everyone has stupid moments. The trick is not to let some bad moments harm you in the game. Chase admits how angry and self-absorbed he was before his accident, in contrast to the shame and disgust he now feels. At the time I had such a high
opinion of the great Chase Ambrose that I considered myself untouchable. Now the opposite. I hated myself so much that there couldn't be a judge who could hate me more. But Chase is a surprise to the people he spent years agonising, showing the importance of forgiveness and the need to recognize that people can change. Mr.
Solway, the nursing home resident is a mirror character for Chase. He was disliked by almost everyone there; He's rude and mean. He has his own table in the dining room and his nickname is Mr Happy Face. He was like Chase before his head was injured. Chase thinks Mr. Solway is the coolest guy he's ever met. They are friends of
memory loss and this makes Chase wonder if I blocked what I used to be because I couldn't deal with it. When the two became good friends, Mr Solway underwent a remarkable transformation, moving again and showing interest in life and even making the difficult journey to court to speak for Chase. Like Chase, he became less self-
absorbed and focused on doing what was right. Restart is a classic Gordon Korman, with a preferred main character and a great supporting character cast, especially the witty Shoshanna Weber and the nerdy Brendan Espinoza. The novel has a powerful plot that is well executed with a bit of Korman humor. The novel is full of themes;
forgiveness, redemption, the meaning of friendship, identity and how it changes Happen. This reader would prefer that the story be set in high school and the characters are a little older. Overall, Restart is a spectacular and highly recommended novel. It's great to see good and solid fiction for younger readers and that will especially
appeal to boys. It's a boy. Detail: Restart oleh Gordon Korman New York: Scholastic Press 2017 243 pp. pp.
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